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{Product Name} is a
{product category} that
{different thing it does best}
They All {Did Unpleasant
Thing} When {Unexpected
Thing}, But When {Ideal
Result of Using Unexpected
Thing}!
Who Else Wants {Most
Desirable Outcome or
Benefit}?
The Only {SEO Keyword
Phrase} Made Exclusively to
{Most Desirable Outcome
or Benefit}

The only {product category}
that doesn’t {objection or
anxiety}.
Now You Can {Do
Something Desirable}
{Counter to Expectations}
We Promise You This:
{Highly Desirable Result}
Or {Consequence}
Here’s the {Best Adjective}
Way to {Solve a Problem}
{Eliminate pain in an
unexpected way}
{Do desirable thing in an
unexpected way}.

{Notable person} shows you
how to {do notable thing
like they do}
{{Service name} is a {service
category} that {amazing
outcome for end users or
decision- makers} without
{objection or anxiety}
Now You Can {Do
Something Desirable
{Counter to Expectations}
We Promise You This:
{Highly Desirable Result}
Or {Consequence}
Here’s the {Best Adjective}
Way to {Solve a Problem}

{Eliminate pain in an unexpected
way}
{Do desirable thing in an
unexpected way}.
{Notable person} shows you how
to {do notable thing like they do}
{Service name} is a {service
category} that {amazing outcome
for end users or decisionmakers} without {objection or
anxiety}.
You’re tired of {objection or
anxiety}. But you {desired
outcome}. So it’s time you met
{Product name}
{Do something} like {world-class
example}

Are You Still Wasting Money on
{blank} (Without Anything to
Show for It?)
Have a / Build a {Desirable
Thing} You Can Be Proud Of
Get the {Unusual Adjective}
Power of {Product Category}
Without {Pain}
Get Rid of {Problem} Once and
For All
{Do Something Hard} in {Period
of Time}
9 Out of 10 {Group Members}
Can’t/Don’t ____________. Are
You One of Them?

Make Your First {$} in Just {Time}
{Known Competitor} {Does This
Undesirable or Unimpressive
Thing}. {Your Brand Name} {Does
This Highly Desirable or
Impressive Thing}.
Can your {current solution} pass
the _______Test?
You are {comparative} than you
think
Let {your product} work on your
{noun} for just {time period}
Overcome the {Unexpected
Culprit} That Keeps You
{Unpleasant Thing}

{One word.}
For ___ who want to
Get ___ without the ___
Helping ____ do ____
Helping ____ do ____
The (good news) inside (bad
news)
The Ultimate Guide to {Good,
Bad or Desirable Thing}
What Everybody Ought to Know
About {Good,Bad or Desirable
Thing}
X Lessons I Learned from
{Person or Unusual Experience}
To the {role} who will settle for
nothing less than {world-class
outcome}

Break all the rules and {worldclass outcome}
How Your {Service Provider} Is
Ripping You Off.
And What to Do About It Right
Now.
I Found a {Adjective} Way to {Get
Incredible Outcome}
See why we have an {adverb}
{adjective} {social problem} in
just {short time}.
{Influencer or celebrity}
{emotional reaction} {to thing
that basically the whole world
already understood}
Is this the world’s first {Good,
Bad or Desirable Thing}?

How to Survive Your First {Good,
Bad or Desirable Thing}
How I found out that
{unexpected thing} is the best
medicine
Let me show you the secrets
of {powerful group} What
{Group or Celebrity} Can Teach
You About {Unexpected Thing}
People Regularly Pay Me {$}
for This Information But
You Can Have It FREE
{David-type addresses Goliathtype.} {Result.}
How to Make {$} With Your
Step-by-Step
The complet library of {large
#} free and low- cost {desirable
resources}

,

Behind the Scenes of a -----{Person does X.} {Another
person’s reaction.} Result:
priceless.
Is {Trending Topic} a Scam?
Find Out If You’re Putting
Your {Resource} at Risk
Here Is a Method/System
That’s Helping {Blank} to
{Blank}
Little Known Ways to {Blank}
The secret ways the {people
from a foreign country}
{get desirable result}
X Little Known Factors That
Could Affect Your {Thing in
Which Reader Has a Vested
Interest}

Behind the Scenes of a -----{Person does X.} {Another
person’s reaction.} Result:
priceless.
Is {Trending Topic} a Scam?
Find Out If You’re Putting
Your {Resource} at Risk
Here Is a Method/System
That’s Helping {Blank} to
{Blank}
Little Known Ways to {Blank}
The secret ways the {people
from a foreign country}
{get desirable result}
X Little Known Factors That
Could Affect Your {Thing in
Which Reader Has a Vested
Interest} Why haven’t
{people like your readers}
been

Why haven’t {people like
your readers} been told these
facts?
The Secret of {Desirable
Thing}
{#} of {group} are right
/wrong /confused about {X}
Is it immoral to {get desirable
outcome}?
Recently Downsized/Fired
{Profession} Reveals the Dirty
Little Secrets to {Outcome}
Do you have the courage to
{do something very
desirable}?
This {bad thing} just
happened. {Outcome or
media} is {adjective}.

How to {get incredible result}
and {do unexpected thing as a
result}.
{Bully does X.} {Bullied reacts
with Y.}
I Stopped {Doing Common
Thing} Today. You Should
Too. Here’s Why
Who doesn’t like {somewhat
accepted taboo}?
{Unexpected answer with
tease about why.}
I spent {time} {working
toward goal}. I just {quitting
statement}. Here’s why.
I don’t regret {X}. But here’s
what I’d do differently

Would you {do unimaginable
thing}? I just did.
Who Else Wants [blank]?
The Secret of [blank]
Here is a Method That is
Helping [blank] to [blank]
Little Known Ways to [blank]
Get Rid of [problem] Once
and For All
Here’s a Quick Way to [solve
a problem]
Now You Can Have
[something desirable] [great
circumstance]
[Do something] like [worldclass example]

Have a [or] Build a [blank]
You Can Be Proud Of
What Everybody Ought to
Know About [blank]
What's Your Best Chance to
___?
What [pros] wants you to
know before you [thing you
need to do]
Most [industry professionals]
do but we're not most
[industry professionals]
I'd like to give this to
[industry professionals] ...
before they [do something
common]
How to [thing customer
wants to do] without [thing
customer doesn't want to do]

If You've Already [done
common thing], don't read
this. It'll break your heart
Who else wants a ___without
the
Don't__until you read this
guide!
What your [someone you
trust] doesn't tell you when
you [thing you need to do]
What would become of your___
if [positive or negative
thing] happened?
What [pros] say about [your
profession]
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